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.PREFACE

Throughout this century.' ,vocatiniteducation has played
an important role in this Country's, 'ffkoets in education and*
training..Because of this importange, no &spiel of educatiOnt has,
been debited more thoroughly or evalulsted more 'efittensivelY
than vocational education. And, .as` Ctitinges have
occurred= -a picture of vocational, education lodaf has little
resemblance to the one in the family album. .

. 1 All1 .

But today, changes are taking Place that, even the most
imaginative could not have projected. As James' Jordan (1980);
Vice President-Employee Relations, ICI` Americas Inc.,. so
astutely observed"Looking ahead to the future is not just a
matter of looking down the road, but around several comers."-

Because the events and trends ,driving this scenario of
change are not only powerful but oft times ointradictory, the
need for thoughful reexamination in all fields'has reached a new
level of importance. The purpose of this paper is to provide an
additional platform, to aid that reexamination in the field of
vocational' education. The achievement of that ..purpose Js
attempted by analyzing the impact of societal trends on the
environments which 'Will most likely influence" the future of
vocational education, and by delineating .a set of challenges
which can serve as a discussion platform for vocational .
education futuring.

In' the introduction of . the paper, a foundation is
established. . The relevancy of the need ; to 'improve the
responsivesness, of vocational education is discussed. In
addition, an overview of'the nature of the resulting challenge is
suggested. 3-

In the second section, trend analyses are conducted ori, the
environments that are likely to' have the most= significant
shaping influence on vocational education. . ,

.
The final section suggests a menu, in the form of a set of

challenges, that can seeVe as an aid for cfiscussing the future
responsiveness of voca)ional education.

lii
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INTRODUCTION
:

, -..
Only rarely in any social system does a period of time occur in which a need and an

Opporturjty for significarrp:change..coexist; a, period when significant change Is not a

possibility, but a necessity: As a result, of.the convergence of a set bf bowerful social,

economic, and political trends, the immediate future appears to be such a`unique period.

The notion that we are *ing in a time where truly qualitative changes are

occurring Is crucially important to all who are concerned with planning the future. Pi d,'

It is whj, this theme is emphasized over and over again In the $utures literature:

Alvin Toffier (1980) Insthe.--first 'page of the first chapter of his book, the Third

Wave, observes"A new civilization' It,ernerging In our lives." 'In the introduction to

Megatrends, John Naisbitt (1-982) notes this :theme in stating the ;purpose of hik'bOo.,k,

'This book is about a new. American society that is not yet fully evolved. Nevertheless

the restructuring of America Is already changing our Innet;end outerliVes." Christopher

Dede (1980), a leading educational futurist, echoes this same message; "A. great ,manY*

reinforcing events which combine to affect basic parameters 4, the society can
, . 1 t..

overwhelm inertia and lead to a basic redefinition of the social, systern'itself. The.1980's ,

'`, ,: .1

seems to be such a period in history." , n
I.

U we are, indeed, C11.ing hrough such a unique peeled, what are the broad based s':

implications for those who are oncerned, about Improving our institutions' and s'YsteMs.

For the purpose of providing an Initial basis for dialogue, some likely implicitions are

suggested for the'field of vocational education.

Implication fl. Viable priorities for vocational education will not be derived by

looking inward. Improved curricula, Computerized guidance, systems, and new teacher

education programs are not the critical priorities to which VOc*tional education must be

responsivethey are Instead possible ,solutions which vocational' education can offer.

The difference is far from moot. Instead, the priorities for vocational education must be

drawn from the nation's emerging social and economic needs. In so doing, ,vocational

educators must avoid any narrow conception of their million. As Dan Dunham (19803,

farmer head of vocational education for HEW, urged7vocational education will achieve

Its "long-sought greatness" when It becomes a key variable In the larger social and

economic systems that make this country work.



Implication #2. AThe "more button" won't, work. In a time of qualitative change,
.

doing more of what Is being done or limiting improvement to what is currently being

attempted will nor suffice. It will be necessary to discuss a set of goals which as yet are
..

not within the mainstream resPonsibilitytt vocational, education.

. Irnplication.;0; planning;f4r thciftittne, timewill not be an ally. A new set of
t

societal needs, are emerging. if ,.VOcaticnal edacatiOn -does not address them, other

. systems will." The analogslrom Industry are dear =-the phenomenal success stories of

Apple, Intel, aner Tandem Computers Inc. and the terrible plight c;f the American

automobile industry. .

The overall nature of the challenge facing the futtring of vocational edication can

,perbaps,be characterized assubstantial, substantive, and potentially rewarding.

=

AN ANALYSIS ,OF TRENDS

As an IntrOduction to this' section, a few general remarks concerning trend analysis

seem appropriate.
Remark fl. 'If useful information is to be derived for generating the challenges

brought about bY\societal changes, specific predictions should probably be avoided. As

Sohn Naisbitt (.1980) notes in Megatrends,, the focus,should be given to broad patterns

attempts to develop detailed predictioni are "the stuff, of ftituristic guessing games."

Remark in. '"'Tfends have 'differing K4ndices. That Is, we have more knowledge

about some trends than others. For example, we have a pretty good idea concerning

demographics. On the other hand, although a great dial has, been written about "high

technology," even the7definitiOns in .that area are still.vagUe. :This Is one of the main

reasons why later on in the paper some trends are disCuSied differently than others.
o

Remark 3:, Although trends are often discussed, as'they will be. In thii paper, as if

they were independent of each other, obviously this is not the case. The reality Is quite

the opposite; they'are highly Interactive.
As an additional part of the introduction, it Is important to note'that numerous

approaches are available' for examining societal trends,' all of which would provide

Information useful for vocational education futuring. The specific approach selected,

however, does have a substantial influence on.the type of ifearrnation derIvid. In this

-case, the following considerations v.lere-usecrto. select the most beneficial approach.

Consideration 1. The approach should employ a framework that is familiar to the

audience whowill be using the information.,
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Consideration 12. If a piece ofwork is to'add to the dialogue, It .must attempt to

do more than summarize the existing futures literature` -an analysis is needed;

implicationi must be deatineated'Which aid in the derivation of tt e challenges for the
-

field of inquiry.
.

Coniideration 03.. The approach should be sensitive to te notion that any field

must :look to the comprehensive needs of the 'larger. societal contextewithin which,..t he

system exists and whichrthe system serves.
Giverithese considerations, a better understanding of the.futUring of two particular

environments, the worlds of business, industry, and labor and education-at-large, appears

appropriate, if not essential, for deriving the challenges facing vocational education.

),Business, Industry, and Labor

Today, 'business as usual" is not an expression one hears very frequently. And,

rightly so,, dramatic changes are occurring. For example, 'although the total output of

the .U,S. is still larger than anyiother country In the World," the growth of the U.S.

productivity In recent years has been poorer than any other major western industrial

nation (Le Boeuf, 1982). Our share of the world's manufacturing exports is now 17

percenttwenty years ago that figure was 2S percent. And, as Bluestone and. Harrison

(1982) report: during the 1970'S, in twelve states, plant and business closings shut down

more jobs than new starts 'produced. Moreover, the businesses that were opened were

often in alifferent 'locations or In different industries. And, flequently the newijobs

required different skills: So even the growth of new industries did not represent a religf

for many depressed areas or an alternative for the many who were classified as
-

"displaced".
The introduction to this section was not selected to -Paint a picture of doom. For,

on the other hand, the more positive, side of the coin could have -been described..

However, these figures, along with others, do tend to indicate the changes which are

occurring are not short-term or cyclical. They are instead driven by significanflong-

term Irene 's. which are producing permanent shifts in the business, industsy, and labor

status of the United States.



In the followirig, paragraphs, some of the trends which, are likely to have" fbe most

Influence on the future nature of the world of work are discussed: The specific trends

detzribed were eeected because of their Impact on issues of consequence. for the

futuring of v6Cational education.
.

kligh technOlovi. In examining 0* trends likety to influence the-nature of work, no

other is more talked about, more Interesting, or less clear than the so-called high

technology revolution. To establish a better base for understanding the impact of high

technology, it is Useful, to distinguish betweeo the following: (I) the core industries

which produce the basic high technology components(Producers), (2) the industries that
,

build Or manufacture -their products with these components (Manufacturers), and (3) the

organizations which use the produced microcomputers, robots, and telecommunication

equipmeht (Consumer Organizations).

Given that fraM!wofki some important considerations related to the.development

of high - technology are a \follows

o It is important to note that man), Consumer Organiiations are not "high

technology" industries or businesses.- Nevertheless, the widesPread.use of the

new generation of high technology products in these- enter'prises will have a
-

significant impact.- Although many would not attach- the ."High Tedmology".
.

'label to the automobile 'induitry, the ,introduCtiOn of robotics has and will
-

, continue to influence bOth the number of atv3i1'layelObszand the nature of the

work performed by those who reinain.. .2..

o. Although 'a great many cities and states will be 'attempting to attract high

technology Producers and ManUfacturers, only a few locations will truly

benefit. Therefore, the labor market Impact of 'these types of 'organizations

will vary tremendously from state to state, or even within a state. In relation

4 .to 'edueatiOn and training, It Is Important to note that the current centers of

these Indu'stries, Silicon Valley, Boston's Route 128, Research Triangle Park,

_etc., are all loci.ted near a cluster of educational institutions which have

technical and scientific cal:abilities.

. I

1
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o If just ProdUcers and ManUfacturers of high technology are considered, the real

future impact In terMs of the number of new jobs is relatively small. In spite of

their spectaculair\mte of growth, these industries will create only a -modest
number cifsjobs In the next ten years. This is due to the current small size of..

the high-tech sector and the fact that the productivity per worker is extremely

high . (business Week, 1983). Clearly, the major education_ and training problem

in these industries is not related to training vast numbers of workers but,

instead, how to provide, the appropriate skills to a relatively small "number -of

critical workers.
o Occupations of varying levelt of technical skill will exist in both the Producer

and Manufacturer 'sectors.; The growth of high technology in these sectors will

create a need for a continuum of skilled workers ranging from routine level
assernblerito Itighly skilled techniCians (Ruff and Lewis, 1981). The point is riot

all workers in ,high technology companies will need to possess a high level of

technical skill.
in legird. to Consumer Organizations, the. Introduction of 'high technolo,gy

equipment will alfect*the very nature of how work Is carried :out.

ti
'important consideration in these cases is not whether the introduction of high

iedmOlogy willring about the need for workers with a higher or lower level of .

skills. Instead,. the mportant consideration would appear to be that good

technical skills will still be required. And, the need for analytic and
.1 . .

communicative skills is likely to be increased.

It

a

In summary, some likebt, implications for ,vocational education:

o 4,The need for workers in high-tech industries (ProdUCers and Manufacturers) will

not be equally distributed acrossiheUnitedStates.

.o When shortages do .clevelop for highly skilled technicians, those shortages are

likely to be 'critical in nature. Their criticality will be based on considerations

such 'as:, (1) the long training And experience' period required, (2) requirements

for aptitudes not widely 'distributed.Nin- the population, and (3) the basi

developmental nature of the work.



o Consumer Organizations will demand- Workers 'with, both, technical and

analytic/communication skill
r

4

Labor Force Demographics. Two major lictors will influence the labor force

between now and the y;ar 20Q0 that ,will have signifiriint impact for , vocational

education: the changing composition of the population anti, the shifting labor

participation rates.
O As the baby-boom generation (those born between 1945 and 1963) age, their.

numberi and behavior will have a substantial impact on the-composition of 'the

, labor force. The number of people between themes 35'to 54 will increase

sharply between nal/ and 1995. The 35- to 44-year -old age roup will

`experience-a big increase in the 1980's, while the big jump for t 45- to 54-

year old age occu' after 1990. The 16- to 24.-year old age up will

experience a sharp' clicline in the next 15 years. By 1990 there will be about a

half million fewer labOt force entrants fort-the 16- to 24 -year old age.group

annually 'entering the'labor market compared to 1980 (Lewis and Russell, 11,9).

A second factor influenping `composition will be the percentage, of minority

labor force entrants. Whereas today minority groups account for approximately

22 percent of the new entrants, by the end of this decade that figure will' be

close to 30 percent (Lewis and Russe11,1979).

o in regard to shifting participation rates, two cotisiderations appear Important.

\First, the percentage of iwothen in the wottc force. The labor force participant.

raie for women in 1965 was approximately 40 percent.(Harris, 1980); that figure

is projecteddo increase to almost 58 percent by 1995 (Lewis and Rtissell,-1979).

As 3anet Nit-word (1977) from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,notes--"In the
I

United States today, the female commitment lo the world .pf.. worR 'It the

strongest It has been for ,many decades." The participation rate of older

Citizens will be the second factor of importance. Due to the fart that people

are living longer and fixed incomes are being eroded, an increasing nuMber of

older people will be. remaining in or, 4eedtering the labor force (oavenpOrt;

11981) and (Rosow, 1981).



The implications for irocational educatiOn of thete changet will bi significant.
Three considerationt are as follows: . .

.

o Since the rise in labor participaihon rates will not compentate for the impact of

the population decline among selectel population groups, the. rate of increase in

the total size of the labor force will decrease .during: the 198.0's. 'Due to' this

situation, many companies are likely to offer opportunities for the retraining
and upgrading of their. existing labor . force. Vocational education . must

determine what priority it wishes to attach to this need - if the need is ilt:4 met,

companies will likely initiate their own programS and the impact for vocational

education will extend.well beyond the 1980's.

o Since the labor force will be composed of more women and minority grouP
members, they will become an increasingly important clientele for vocational
education.

, .
o The expectaticns and bachround skill levels of many who will be seeking

training or retraining will be markedly different than vocational education's
traditional clientele.

Organizational Culture. Alvin Toffler (1980) characterizes the industrial

bureaucracy of . the so-called Second Wave as a: ,''Hierarchial, peimanent, top-dowrr,

mechanistic organization, well designed Ibr making repetitive products or repetitive,
decisions in a comparatively stable industrial' environment." Heals° goes on to note that,

tomorrow will Ming wholly hew kinds of organizations.

If we turn to the research work of Peters and Waterman (1982) of the. McKinsey

Group, we are provided with a present day! snapshot of *hat these' new kinds of
organizaticns may look like. In thel1 book, In Search of Excellence, Peterinsnd
Waterman describe. the characteristics of the excellent and innovative Companies ttiat

currently' exist in the U.S: The research suggests that excellent companies have among

other attributes the following: (1) a closeness to.their customers, (2) opportunities for

autonomy and entreprerieurship, and (3) a respect for the 'needs' and values of the



Individual worker. Clearly, the fundamental management philotophies

in this country are changing. These changes are beingbrought about by the necessity of

2) meeting increased foreigp"coMpelitioN shifting economics, and changing worker values.

In this paper -it eems particularly important to stress that shifts are occurring: in

valu ,sySterns eimerican work force. Ian Wilson, (19801. provides some

Interesti insight,' into the: nature.* those ,changes. jiSOrne orthe Shifts in emphasis--

reported bY Vilidn are as f6llows:

A, "From considerations.ol.guantitY toyarci considerations of qUalktY.".

o "From competition, toward cooperation." .

o "From the priniacy of -technical efficiency, .tOward 'considerations of social

justice and equity:"

.o "Fromthe concept of work as hard, unavoidable and a duty. toward work as

purposeful end slf-fulfilling along with reco'&tion of leisure as !a-valid

activity in its own right."
The importance of these shifts in -values 1a:recognized-in many corners. 'James

3ordan "(1980) comments that the issues sUriounding individuatistk will be the sigitle

biggest concern in the future of 'collecti4"-bargaihing. David G4tlieb (1977),-

Paper for the 1976 Bicentennial Conference On- VoCational Education,:ec:hOes, many; of

these same' themes.

Other changes are also occurring that will affect the nature of our business
.

organizations. One such example -that has Particular, significance 'for vocational

'education is the increasing importance of treiceneurship. In regard to this example, It

IS important that the entreprenurial story: is represented not only by a Phenomenal

increase in the number of small businesses but alsd ky an 'increase in individual

or

profit.:
. . -

centers inside large ganizations.
summary, the most lignificalhOimplication for the- Mixing of vocational-';

etkcaLion will be: ihe buff:ess and individual clients of -,r_cational education will

Increakingly demandliot only technicarskills but also the work adjusfment/interpersonal

skills necessary to function in this nev.,Avirontnent.

,
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Eckiciation41t-Liirte
.

In the last, two decades, American education' systems have been Impacted by

Variety of forces ranging from declining enrollment to sthool And,.it is unlikely

that education.4411, be any -,less linilervfOus to societal .chinges during the next tw

. .

the -degree -to:which our educational :syStem-iiii the capacity to be responsive
,

the,charging needs of 'society Is".a topic ofmuch, debate:: In a country that erniihaSiZeS-..;:

..local lontrol of education, no single clear .Conclusion can be reached. from -that debate.:

What`ls clear, hoWever,. isthat our educational systems cannot remain unchanged during

the'nexkIto-decades-,siodietal:Oinges;Willnotpermit status quo.

IntiikiitVWne.Of the trends anciiispes that will likely Impact 'educational

;;'systems ace. discussed. rie_trAnds ielec.4444*.i niOsi likelpLtothav' .e Significant,

irriP4CaPAntior;vOcational education.' '
_ .

,1"Sr. InforMation txplasion. A United States Senator (1982) recently commented in an

article in the Futurist - 'The United.States is presently In-the midst of the Inforniation

RevolUtiOniand iiits'every Revolution." John:Nalibitt

(1 2)0brings-. Ow. attention that the new Infiirrnition societylaret.:newitSfairynatiOn-

welt underway in the:.1ate-'49)0's.-- Naisbitt.:.$Oes; on to point oft --the problem is

"that our thinking, our attlibdes, -arfd-,0nseqUenily our deCisjOn making'haVe.not caught

on the eduCiitiOnsi'stean: (1) thete.will be an Increased need tO.liAM hOW to learn;lind
up with thj realityjoc.things."-...7his significant *end will two .m.ajor imiacts:

(2) th.e 'need for life-long learning will be markedly, exParidedsOme thoughts on each .of

ihei.etopicst .. ;

Clearly,the .devkipment!..of an liacirmation-riph society creates the need for

kepi** undpmanclingS,- and new
.

Such a .SticketY, the mastery,oflsnowledgedoc:#S0,n:.sake,inustibe valued less

than theacqUisltiOn of-Concepts, tools, retrieval, inakiiiirtingsicilli'.which equip

the Individuail 14: learn IdtgtiOnal.knoWledge. AlttitiOgh Clearlf:fundamental-,1.-
:4 -. .

com.munication4nd mathematical skills will be essentials; it important- to !.

stress thifihis.chilienge cannot be addressed by juit returning to the -three. ,

"
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4- UliiIMPIefrie6;tiii le -kin8-educaii°6 will Involve iitietis:O
.= ... . '' , where education will be d& Wered hOwItillbedeliveréd, iliOni if 'Wilt

be delivered. Ar-th.4e01esiiiins really likely to be important luf vocational
, .-:,-,..:-.-:eduCation7::-= Answer, definitea ,,TEven Mote SO!. , .. :. .,:,q - - .

!,:.-ilitte.gato'ick thespeelfiCiiinplialttionsiOr vocational education, It would appear that

.. - '.. the emphasis on ::process iskilli -Cannot be Ainited,,- general -education..;-TOdaY; for

. vocatiarsaredUCatioil that means vocational programming must directly addreis.the basic

.reading and math deficiencies 'of. -their entering students. Tomorrow, it-.calls.:for

participatin with the rest of education in teaching students the skillSif
inze,'anf integrate new information to,a much lligher -level than Is preSeritly beir

. . .- .,

Demographics: School enrollment between now and the turn of the century will
.

. vary substantially. Two major considerations will drive the changes: (1) changer In the

absolute ,number of the ,various age groups and (2) the percentage Of. each age group -

enrolled in schools: Some specifics are adollmis:
o. The number of students enrolled In high school, grades 9 to 12, is projected to

drop from 15 miliiir t.4.),-12.5 million in 1990a46 percent decrease' (Lewis
N .

.

Russel,' 1980). It Is perhapg;equally-IMporiant. that the so-called ;:Nch If -:,
( children born to the baby-boom. igeneraikin) will ,,someWhat push those-

-e)IrorIlments ip againiothe mad 1990's. ::In addition, the number of minority'
. . _

students in-this,fge group In high school will rise since the percent&ge

-/-. minorities it thiiag; level will,increase, . -

. . _

.
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o : At the same time, there, be a sharp increase In the 35- to '44-year-old age
_..

group and In the 65+ cohort (Lewis and; Russell, 1920). It alsO. app rs likely

that an Increase will occur, In e:the. percentafge of these ag groups desiring to
.. ,

secure additional education. .46

Some ofd the implications -of ',the -demographics of enrollment /Or.. yOc.ist.105ia

education are as follows; .

,

expando Vocational education at this secondary Jive' will either-have to:expand thelype

of orifices offered or Attatt a new clientele in order to Maintain 'present
enrollment figures

o Post4icondary schools will have a ,higher percentage.-olinieidle age (35 to 44)

and older clients seeking occupational education. .

o BecaUse there will be a --substantial reduction the ;percentage ''of _the 2

population inthe 20 to 24-year old age,group (in absolytet,erms there Will be.,

. approximately 16% fewer In this cohort---ire,-1:995-ai4mpared to 1977),.-

competition ..for these individuals among :the:" es /industry,

colleges will increase. Poit-sitondarY :institutions will have to be' both active

in recruiting and sensitive to the needs 'afthe- other InstitutiOnal players with

---,Whom they are competink. .. , - a It

0
.

Computer and Related Product TechnolOgY.,)Theiiare only a few innovations that

truly alter the world in whictvie live.' One can now 'debate the merits of the Automobile
f .

Age,, but feWiwoula question that appearance has affected every ispect of our liies.- -.

The advent of the comp terand related teOhnology, will Ultimately,/,Mve the same-.order
,

,.-
. .

. :. ...same-
.order

.

of impact. it . ; ... , .

- . . sr.
In considering-the Irdluente of the computer on educ.atilrr, several

. .

a

worthy of -note: . . S' , - ....-s.. .,,--,

o The early Introduction Of COmpuiers In education :prodtiEed ii series .4. failure --..

stories. Hoviever, Oie-chin-tel irittinipitter- tedirio in the-laitaexeral years ""-'--

have rtegatga the reasons behind thOselailures. .' -.'
. . . .

,

, -,



{ It- Is '-estimated--thit4s -earl.); as 1985; -IS percent of all-lops- will Involve.
CompUters in some way and those who don't 'know hoW. to we them will.forin a

;..lass.' of .disadvantaged (Nalsbitt, 1981).-," Clearly, every. student exiting

school will need to know the versatility and limitations of computer technology.

Ttfis requirement will exist both for occupational survival and fir functioning in c

society-at-large.

12

Ai In addition to affecting what Is taught, the reduced cost and Increase&
*capability of cornputer technOlogy will Markedly affect hove we teach. If we
tvest the resources, this technologY will provide the first real opportunity to

.
trulylindlvidualizetInstruction

o Old :topics concerning the utilization of computers in education such as whether

they will lead to the depersonalization of learning, must be resolyed so, that
more pressing issues can he put on the'agenda:

In regard specifically to vocational education, some Implications of advanced
.

computer technolograre as-follows:

o In the near future, increasing computer capacity In the area of modeling and
°simulations will provide a partial, answer to the rising equipment 'cost problems.

o The widespread use of computer technOlogy will Increasethe Importance of

Improving .the occupational scientific literacy of vocational students.

Vocational education will need to -assume a direct responsibility for achieving

this literacy.1

A substantial effort will need to bedirected toward the up-dating of vocational

staff. In computer skills. Moreover, dramatic changes will be needed In ,
preservice prOgrams to reflect the Increasing Importance of .:computer

, .. . .

>. technology.

'. b Computei/communica technology will. permit an unprecedented type. of

L.-- __. __-- citizen _parti InLvoCationaLeduc:ation. ____V/itiL:Procler_thOughi;Itiat...____.
-

participation. will -le d tb Improved ,understandifig and support- tor .vOcational

- . eduCation - mishan led,. It will be simply declared another expensive
. ,

,-...: . educational folly. -
. .

. 1



CHALLENGES AND ISSUES

ThroughoUt this paper, the challenges facing the futuring of- yocational education

have been outlined. 'In the Inireduction section basic considerations.were discussed. In

the second section ium'e implications,of the Impact of significant societal trends were
proposed. In this section the impact on vocational education of a unique period In our

history- Is explored In an Integrated fashion. Any.single attempt to accomplish this task

can only produce meager resuits4the.task alls foi: extended, Interactive dialogue

Involving a dhiersity of perspectives. 'curly, the real. Importance of :this Seation, In

particular, and the paper In,generali'lies-4n Its:purpose-the establishment of a platform

for discussion.

That follows-are some proposed. challenges and issues for ,cliscussion which are

grouped into four broad,areas: literacy.i diiersity, iisue managerneiitoand revitalization.

Literacy. %rational education -must. develop and institute the programs by which

It can cintinue to its" Primary role of provicfing occupatipnartraining,- and in
addition, play a more direct and active role In addreiSing what some have called the new

basics. . Clearly, no component of our educational system cane stand apart oin the

challenge posed by the emergence of an information-rich,t4h technology society
. 4

which 13 percent" of the 17-year olds and as high as 40 percent of its minority young have

not mien.achieved functional literacy. Vocational education must instil e approachgk

for Integrating the delivery of occupational training, and the knowledge.- skills.thit
make up the new basics-communication/information 'processing; .siience. and

mathematics, and commiter literacy. In an environment where Si\rne and funds afei
constraints, this challenge is truly difficult. But In the end,the issue h really not one of

lack of reseurces, but one of decicling the priorities towards which the existing resources

will be comthitted. Thetrade-offs will be difficult (
----,---Diversity.A---second-f,undainerital-challehge--facing-the-fut-uring of-vocational

education is the design of the policies and delivery systems that are capable of

addressing tomorrow's diversity. The diversity of vocational 4clucation clients in.terms-

* of agle, iomposition, .entry-level skills and aspirations w ill Increale. The demands from

business,"Industry, and laboriwIll call for quick needsand varied responses. If the.nee are

more diverse, then a wider variety' of appioaches relative to the nature, scope, and

timing of programs must be made available.



,

yocatiOnal education-must-not-only possess- capacity to address an Increasing

variety of needs-but also be able to adjust .rapidly to a constant,change in t x o

heed" In planning-a More responsive system, vocational education must develop the
capacity to hit a variety'of moving targets. 1f is Important to recognize this need for

diversity In formulating the, national eand state policy frameworks for vocational

education. It seems likely that a responsive -system for vocational education in blew

York-State-will-not-resernble'theraYiteyrrthativill4m-resporiStve-to-Arizonierneedi---And

What's good. for Phoenixl.may not work in Ajo, Arizona. :

Issue Maniage t. We are living in a rapidlychangi luralistic society. If one

pauses fbr a moment reflect on the real difficulty. 9f impr ing the responsiveness of

any system, in such a oritext, the challenge becomes almo mmobilizing. If changing

and often conflicting needs are to be addresied,powerful mechanisms must be Implace

for reaching a working consensus on issues. Determining Whether:or not the mechanisms'`

are . in place; and If they're not, how they -can 'be established, is a challenge of a
iundimentifl variety.

The mechanisms required. ust be capable of managing issues such as theollowing:

o Equity and Economic. Development. In the last several years vOcational
edication has made significant progress In increasing its responsiveness- to
special needs grows such as the disadvantaged and handicapped arid in the area

of women's equity. Today, there is also'an inCteasing demand for, vocational

eiliication to play a. larger- role In the economic development of this country.
How do we make those two goals truly compatible? What are the conseqUences

If-We trade one against the othei?

Co Secondary and Post-secondary Roles. k, sue of the respective roles of
secOndary-and post-secondary his-been, on the vocational-agenda for a very ton

time. z. The word articulation has been used In so many ways; It has iost

meaning. Havecoinpatlble_rolea_ftir_..secondar_Y_.imsl_posA-secondary__

established or his an Asy, fuzzy 5 ompromise been accomplished?

tiori and Coord ticn. A higher order of coOperation and coordination' ,

any substantive effOrtcin the itkturing of vocational
her Order be better achieved by viewing vocational



education as-a singleTentIty-or- Is -a-collection of-closely--relateroccupational.:
areas?, As a field which desires to, delimit the Involvement ofitother professional

disciplines or as one which will actively recrult,that inv14ernerit? As an

educational effort that invOlves other gratin In, the Prarinin& vocational

education or as one which has partnerships with others. ic

The ansirets, are not clear, but what &es appear with 'some clarity is that

attempts to est-Wish a new responsivenen--call-for-vlable-rnecharisms for reaching---;-

.consensus. 'Arid, In an increasingly decentralized, participatory society the`assumpticin

that existing mechanisms will be effective; is at risk.

Revitalization. There is a very signiScant- difference tietween: redid:orating,

remodeling, and renovating a house. Given the 'changing society, a need for
revitalization of vocational education (and ft might be added, education In general)

apparent. So tl question is not whether a revitalization is needed, but rather where are

minor improvemena* versus substantive changes versus reforms required? ":It is suggested,

that a need for a revitalization of vocational education should.not be viewed as a need

for wholesale .renovation. On the other hand, aim* doing more of what fa being-done of-

,

the instituting of minor improvements will probably not be sufficient.' Some issueS for

discussion:

How will the need be met' to up-date training iri oCcupations' where eqpipment

technology is rapidly changing ?

o what type of Instructional staff is needed in areas Involving complex high
technology, particularly those areas where Zhe teaching of basic. theory Is

necessary? Will incentives be needed to attract and maintain the desired stall?

o What types of organization, and vrhat is the composition of the organizations

needed to provide leadership, for vocational education during the next two

decades? What organizations should be eliminated and are new ones needed?

-o What programs shotild be- eliminated- because. they are directed towards obsolete,

or low paying, deadend jobs? What new type% of odcupational or non-

occupational programs should be added?
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._oFV/haf need to be made to gUarantee the .next. generation of vocational
education scholars and other leaders? .

o How will the research:and development needed to address and support national
and state priorities be carried out? .

jo How will new clientele .groups such as senior citizens and the gifted be
attracted to vocational education? .

o V/hat- should -be the-roleiLof-AdvisoryS.oUric-ils?---Who should- participate -in
determining thi.roles and puiposes of state and local Advisory Councils?'

o How will a revitalization be 'financed In .a period ofouncettain--educational
budgets?

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

The purpose of this pape oel not lend itself to `a classic suinniary' i-' r,

few -concluding remarks seem roPriate for those, who, may; ''.11',Iilatfcem for
discussing the luturing of vocational educaticid.

o- The future is not plie-dnaL----Byencouraging an examination of the-
challenges and issues.fading_ vocational education, its future can be shaped and
directed, rather than awaited and endured.' It is useful to think in terms of

..,..creating a preferred- future,-as -opined to choosing between an, array of
Presumed predestined futures. The task Is 'to understand better the. context
within which vocational education will existto reinforce and build upon-those
trends which will facilitate that attainment of the selected preferred futtire(s)
and mininlize the,irnpaet of those trends which are driving towards the creation

of something lest.
o Futuring demands,not.only determiniation of where, one wants to go but also an

understanding of one's starting point. The just-published report by the
Pre;ident's National cebilil" finc On Excellence In Echication, (A Nation At Risk:

The Imperative for Edu ieform,.1984).notessour educational- system is

not In very good shape. ition must be recognizednot apologized-for,
it ignored: but just reco more responsive system is to be, developed.

.
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o To create Aireferred future, it will be.necesiary to spend at much time on the

formUlation of the - problems,. hsues, and goali as on the -perfection of the

aolutiohs... As Albert 4insteiii'once noted: 90 percent" of Creativity is in the

reformulation of the probleM:not in the derivation of the sOlutioh:

. The challenges lacing vocations education are difficup but not intracta:Me..

are setting out on a ,cafficult'voy e,. in esoMewhat 1117ittecl shiii)0nd there are

`nurnerous stOrm clouds on the horizoht but it is important to reineMber' that a very

talented crew Is aboard.
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